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DATA SHEET

LAKOPAC

THIXOTROPIC FILLING UNDERGLASS FOR IRON - WOOD - WALL

Features : Undercoat for universal use based on alkyd resins. Equipped with a 
remarkable consistency, covering and elasticity, it effectively covers the 
porosity of the wood on which it acts as a clinging sealer, and is 
particularly suitable on wall supports yellowed by nicotine, coffee and on 
yellow stains caused by infiltration and soot; it constitutes in any case 
(even on iron after applying an antirust) an ideal preparation coat for any 
synthetic, oleosynthetic or greasy enamel both inside and outside; finally 
excellent as a first coat on cast iron radiators as it is very filler.

Lakopac, being of low specific weight, it is of high yield and 
considerable coverage. Easy to apply and excellent sanding, it resists for a 
long time outdoors even if exposed to the elements without the 
protection of the finishing coat: it therefore advantageously replaces, 
both from a technical and economic point of view, all the most current old 
paints used up to now for the preparation of funds.

And

Appearance

Specific weight

Application

Dilution

: Semi-opaque

: 1,500 - 1,550 kg / lt

: By brush or spray

: Perfect fit

: Spray

10 - 12% with white spirit

15 - 18% with white spirit

Surrender : Perfect fit
Spray

: 10 - 12 sqm / lt
9 - 10 sqm / lt:

The information contained is the expression of our knowledge and the results of the tests carried out in absolute objectivity. They cannot in any case 
imply guarantees on our part or liability in case of defective application, since the use did not take place under our control. Rev. 1/2021
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